Clarification No. 1
UNDPSO-RFP-2018-002
Provision of Car Hire Services in Puntland, Somalia
Query Reference
Section 3: Bid
data sheet. BDS
no. 6
Form F: Price
Schedule Form

Form F: Price
Schedule Form

Form F: Price
Schedule Form

Clarification Requested
Kindly clarify on the security bid form

Kindly clarify on the following:
1. Daily rate per/km we never used this so how should we
approach
2- Day around trip from 100 to 200 is that times two, eg. 200
go and 200 back?
3. In the Price schedule summary it indicates a x b x250. Does
that mean daily vehicle hire will not be paid complete
calendar monthly bases, please explain more on that
Ques.1: in Annex B operating locations, page 1 standard
vehicles pricing sheet, do we need to make sub-total for it?
Q2. in Form F: price schedule, in rates per kilometer does it
have to be in line with on Annex B in operating location
pricing sheet and also in price schedule summery, do they all
have to same, as it is all different method of pricing
Could you clarify below questions:
1: by which pages need total prices to Go on the submission
from
2. In the last page of price summary it states 250, is that mean
the four daily hire vehicles will only be paid exclusive
weekends.
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UNDPs Response to the Request for Clarification
As per Section 3: Bid data sheet. BDS no. 6, the Bid security is not required for this
process.
- Daily rate per kilometre will be used on adhoc basis, in case UNDP has urgent
requirements that are not in the normal schedule of operation.
- Round trip of 200km means in total 200km
- Vehicle hire will need to be paid for the working days and not complete calendar
months.
- Prices are to be put in Form F- Price schedule only. Annex B is meant for
specifications only.

- Please fill in the Form F as per instructions given. Annex B is meant to be for
specifications and not pricing.
- Prices should be input in Form F, Price schedule Form.

- Correct, the price is calculated exclusive of weekends.
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Clarification Requested
3. Instead of Toyota land cruiser it says equivalent, so what
type vehicles do we allowed and does year made matter.

UNDPs Response to the Request for Clarification
- The year of manufacture is critical to fulfilling the requirements of this ITB. We have
given specifications for the required vehicle, any other vehicle with similar
specifications as the Toyota landcruiser will be evaluated.

4: vehicles only be paid by the kilometre used by UNDP not
based on fixed daily hire rate?
Kindly we request to receive Bid forms like returnable forms
with word document for filling and return it

- The per kilometre rate will be used on exceptional basis and not as a daily
requirement.
- Please find attached. Kindly note that in the event that the Word Version is different
from the PDF Version, the PDF format of the advertisement remains the authoritative
and guiding document for this advertisement.

Deadline for Submission

Date and Time: July 18, 2018; 12.00hours Somali time

Note:
Proposers are advised to frequently check the following websites for any addenda/clarifications that may be posted on the following websites
http://procurement-notices.undp.org/view_notice.cfm?notice_id=47403

OR
https://www.ungm.org/Public/Notice/73506
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